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Funerary Practices as a Testimony of Ideology in Western Linearbandkeramik Culture

Abstract: The Linearbandkeramik (LBK) is behind the spread of the Neolithic way of life in a large part of Western Europe. This period is often regarded as the beginning of social inequalities whose ideological frameworks deserve to be highlighted. According to social anthropologists, funerary practices are relevant for this debate as they reflect the symbolic thought in relation to death. In addition, as they are perpetuated by the living, funerary practices are pertinent in addressing the ideological values, symbolic systems, and thoughts that support social organisation. Whilst examining how grave goods are allocated amongst the LBK population, we have identified a small group of dominant men characterised by a specific burial kit (adzes, arrows, lighter set, and red deer antlers), a richer protein intake in diet, and their local origin. Comparing them to other social categories characterised by minor marking of identity in grave goods, poorer protein intake in diet, and of diverse origin, we aim to explore the ideological frameworks and values sustaining the social LBK system. LBK dominant ideology appears to revolve around hunting and exploits in warfare, manhood, and virility, in short around violent behaviours perhaps linked to a territorial competition.
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1 Introduction

The Linearbandkeramik (LBK) is responsible for the spread of the Neolithic way of life in a large part of Western Europe. This period is often regarded as the beginning of social inequalities. If social organisation during Palaeolithic and Mesolithic times remains widely unknown, LBK culture developed as an egalitarian society, as asserted by various previous works (Demoule, 2018; Gronenborn, 2016; Gronenborn, Strien, van Dick, & Turchin, 2018; Jeunesse, 1996, 2018). Gender studies now reinforce this assertion (Augereau, 2021). As gender is a social construct defining the social roles performed by material manifestations, it can be perceived within archaeological data and their variability between groups of individuals: dress and ornaments, sexual division of labour, health and diet, origins, and so on. By examining these aspects in the LBK population, we have been able to identify a small group of dominant men, and other various social categories characterised by farmland access, poorer protein intake in diet, diverse origin, and
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minor marking of identities in grave goods (Augereau, 2021). In this article, we aim to explore the ideological frameworks and values sustaining this social system. According to social anthropologists, funerary practices are relevant in this debate as they reflect the symbolic thought towards death. In addition, as they are perpetuated by the living, funerary practices are pertinent in addressing the ideological values, symbolic systems, and thoughts that support social organisation.

2 Funerary Goods as Identity Markers

The archaeology of death constitutes the first step towards the study of ideology and social values. According to anthropologists, death provides pertinent information about cultural characteristics and the social framework of the living. Indeed, anthropologists Louis–Vincent Thomas and Patrick Baudry underline that death and burial are never opportunistic or fortuitous; they are a staging of the deceased, with their attributes and social position as conceived and perpetuated by the living (Baudry, 2007; Thomas, 1976). Preparation of the corpse, funerary dress, grave architecture, funerary goods, food deposits, ceremonies, and so on are constitutive of this staging performed by the social group. According to Testart (2004), the number and the quality of burial deposits mark a social differentiation; the Chinese mausoleum of Emperor Qin Shi Huang is an ultimate example of this, with its 7,000 clay soldiers symbolizing the Emperor’s army. Funerary goods included alongside the deceased also constitute his or her equipment. Amongst the objects found, those made from rare or distant sources of raw material, or produced with a complex know-how, can be considered as marking the status of the deceased. Everyday objects such as tools can also indicate the activities of the deceased in life, all of these artefacts being included in death as attributes of the living. This is also the case for some rich and utilitarian objects. Finally, these material manifestations in death underline the social values attributed to the dead individual. For example, the Emperor Qin Shi Huang’s vast clay army emphasizes values such as strength and power, contributing to sustain the superhuman power given by the Gods to the Qin dynasty and justifying war and conquest for the creation of the imperial China (Lewis, 2007).

Archaeological data provide numerous examples of this concept, especially through gender archaeology. Marie-Louise Sørensen proposes that the archaeological funerary domain is an arena where gendered social constructs can be approached when social differentiation or categorisation are marked in death (Sørensen, 2000). Bettina Arnold also suggests that a pertinent gendered mortuary analysis can be engaged at different levels: the treatment of the individual, women, men, and children; their grave’s location within the cemetery; the layout of the tomb; the position of the body; the nature and spatial distribution of the grave goods, and so forth (Arnold, 2006). In Prehistoric funerary practices, numerous grave goods are often found in tombs; gender identity is displayed in dress and ornament and in various objects and accessories, which symbolise and characterise individuals and their social status, age, gender, skills, role, and so forth. Sørensen has successfully used this approach in the study of European Bronze Age populations, correlating dress elements with the sex and the age of individuals (Sørensen, 1997, 2000, 2004). Sidéra (1997, 2000, 2003) carried out a similar study, when she highlighted values of men of the Cerny culture in the Paris basin, such as courage, power, and temerity, through their grave goods (wild boar and red deer canines, arrows).

3 The LBK Social Structure: Data and Main Results

As mentioned earlier, the LBK social structure seems to be inegalitarian. Christian Jeunesse had already formulated this proposition from the distribution of grave goods, leading thus to the hypothesis of a ranked society with male domination marked by specific and precious goods in certain burials of men (Jeunesse, 1996, 2018). Other scholars envisioned that male leaders emerged at the beginning of the LBK culture, when
the groups moving westwards needed a strong leadership, and at the end, when times became insecure, as suggested in particular by the Talheim and Asparn massacres (Gronenborn, 2016; Gronenborn et al., 2018).

For Jean-Paul Demoule, the appearance of enclosures and the richly furnished graves of the end of the LBK culture are the first signs of the emergence of social complexity (Demoule, 2018). A recent gender study allowed us to specify the LBK social structure, the main results of which are recalled later as a starting point of the discussion on ideological values (Augereau, 2021).

The gender analysis concerns funerary data representing about 3,000 LBK individuals from cemeteries, isolated burials, or small groups of graves (Figure 1). These sites are located from the Carpathian Basin to the Paris Basin. However, the methods used for determining sex vary, and the entire sample is not sufficiently representative for a relevant gender study that requires reliable sex and age determination. Therefore, the study is based on a dataset of 378 LBK individuals (109 men, 106 women, and 163 children) for whom sex and age were determined using the most reliable method (measurements of coxal bones compared to a current population; Bruzek, 2002; Murail, Bruzek, Houët, & Cunha, 2005). They are located in the Paris Basin, Alsace, and Germany and notably from the site of Schwetzingen (Gerling, 2012). However, data from other archaeological sites seem to be consistent when looking at the correlation between sex and funerary goods; indeed, this group of hypothetical men and women follows the same pattern as the reliable dataset. In addition, the reliable dataset and the entire sample are representative of a well-balanced population, with an equal number of men and women and the proportion of immatures consistent with an archaic population (Crubézy et al., 1997; Thevenet, 2010).

Comparing age, sex, and grave goods with information about origin and nutrition provided by stable isotopes analysis brings to the fore the inegalitarian aspect of the LBK society. The initial analysis consists of detecting social identities by analysing the link between the age and the sex of the individuals and their grave goods. During the LBK, the list of objects within the graves is relatively vast: pottery, dyes, tools, jewellery, embroidered fabrics, and faunal remains. However, not all these objects are markers of identity. Pottery vessels are often found in a corner of the pit or in the fill and were probably deposited on top of the perishable cover of the burial pit during or after the funerary ceremony. Faunal deposits are very rare (eight examples in the reliable dataset) and only found in adult burials with abundant grave goods. As is the case for pottery, faunal deposits were probably included in the funerary ritual. Finally, dyes (ochre) are frequent, but their distribution does not follow any specific pattern. The “coloured” burials are male, female, or infants, with or without goods, regardless of their nature or abundance; otherwise, the function and status of dyes in funerary contexts remain unclear: viaticum, part of the burial ritual, colouring of dress and ornaments worn by the deceased, antiseptic (Labriﬁde de, 1985; Thevenet, 2010, 2016)?

Only goods deposited close to or worn on the body testify to the deceased’s identity. These objects are, firstly, jewellery and ornaments, which were a part of the deceased clothing, and secondly, tools and weapons. Their distribution can either be gendered or not and highlights several categories of individuals. Male burials can be divided into many groups according to their grave goods (Figure 2). Firstly, among the 109 men, only a handful have three types of object with notably polished adzes or axes, deer antlers, percussion set lighters (the association of ferrous nodules and ﬂint flakes bearing traces of percussion; Nieszery, 1995), arrows, and regular blades made of rare or exotic raw material. These objects are absent from female graves and form the male speciﬁc equipment. Men with only arrows (and sometimes a blade) constitute another small group. Two other groups are of burials containing up to two types of male equipment, which always includes an adze. Finally, there is a majority of men with no speciﬁc funerary goods. Some of these goods such as adzes from amphibolite outcrops situated in the Izera Mountains in the northern Czech Republic (Ramminger, 2009), are probable prestige goods and status markers within the meaning given by Laure Salanova, excluding pottery vessels (Salanova, 1998).

The distribution of ornaments also highlights several categories among the 106 female burials (Figure 3). At the top of the social scale, a few women gather more than three ornaments such as necklaces, bracelets, embroidered belts and belt buckles, plastrons, embroidered garments, and so on. Three other groups, larger than the previous one, comprise women with two or up to three ornaments and those with only one piece. Let us outline that there are no ornaments speciﬁc to women as a majority of these objects are also present in male burials but in a lower proportion. Finally, as in the case of male burials, a majority of female burials...
Figure 1: Main sites with human bone remains of the Western LBK culture in Europe. Circle: funerary sites (cemeteries, isolated burials, small groups of graves); star: other sites with human remains (massacre sites and others); in black: selected sites used for the reliable dataset (relatively determined sex and age); site numbers with circle: samples used for strontium analysis (map: M. Ilett & F. Giligny, UMR 8215 Trajectoires, Université de Paris I). 1: Polgár-Ferenic-hát, Hungary (Raczky, 2004); 2: Mezőkövesd-Mocsolyás, Hungary (Kalicz & Koós, 2001); 3: Füzessabony-Gubakút, Hungary (Domboróczki, 2001); 4: Balatonszárszó, Hungary (Oross, 2013; Zoffmann, 2012); 5: Nitra, Slovakia (Pavúk, 1972); 6: Vodrovice, Czech Republic (Dočkalová, 2008; Podborsky, 2002; Zvelebil & Pettitt, 2008); 7: Těšetice-Kjovice, Czech Republic (Berkovec, 2004); 8: Brno-Starý Liskovec, Czech Republic (Podborsky, 1999); 9: Asparn an der Zaya/Schletz, Austria (Tescher-Nicola, 2012; Windl, 1994); 10: Kleinhadersdorf, Austria (Neugebauer-Maresch & Lenneis, 2015); 11: Rutzig, Austria (Kloiber & Kneidinger, 1968); 12: Mittendorf, Austria (Blesl, Nönig, & Spatzier, 2003; Blesl, Kalsor, & Spatzier, 2004); 13: Aiterhofen, Germany (Nieszery, 1995); 14: Mangolding, Germany (Nieszery, 1995); 15: Sengkofen, Germany (Nieszery, 1995); 16: Dillingen, Germany (Nieszery, 1995); 17: Essenbach-Ammerbreite, Germany (Brink-Klace, 1990); 18: Otzing, Germany (Schmotz, 2001; Schmotz & Weber, 2000); 19: Sondershausen, Germany (Kahlke, 2004); 20: Bruchstedt, Germany (Kahlke, 2004); 21: Wandelsteineden-Gotha, Germany (Hoffmann, 1989); 22: Flomborn, Germany (Richter, 1969); 23: Schwetzingen, Germany (Behrends, 1997; Gerling, 2012); 24: Herxheim, Germany (Zeeb-Lanz, 2015); 25: Stuttgart-Mühlhausen, Germany (Kurz, 1994); 26: Talheim, Germany (Wahl & König, 1987); 27: Elsloo, Netherlands (Modderman, 1970); 28: Niederäger, Germany (Döhrn-Ihmig, 1983); 29: Ensheim, Le Ostrions, France (Jeunesse, Lambach, Mathieu, & Mauvilly, 1993; Jeunesse, 1997); 30: Mulhouse-est (Rixheim), Ile Napoléon, France (Schweitzer & Schweitzer, 1977; Jeunesse, 2005); 31: Vendenheim, Le Haut du Coteau, France (Boès et al., 2007; Jeunesse, 2002); 32: Souffelweyersheim, Tuilerie Reiss, France (Arbogast, 1983; Forrer & Jaenger, 1918; Ulrich, 1953); 33: Quatzenheim, Auf den Spitzennpfad, France (Stiebner, 1947, 1955); 34: Maraine-sur-Madon, Sous le Chemin de Naviot, France (Blouet, Faye, Gheller, & Decker, 1987); 35: Larzicourt, Champ Bucholte, France (Chertier, 1980); 36: Orconte, Les Noues, France (Tappret, Gé, & Vallois, 1988); 37: Erciennes, Le Folle, France (Bonnabel, Pareys, & Thomashausen, 2003); 38: Planchacourt, Les Monts, France (Bonnabel & Dugois, 1997); 39: Vert-la-Gravelle, Le Bas des Vignes, France (Chertier, 1980); 40: La Saulsotte, Le Bois Baudin, Les Grèves, France (Piette, 2004); 41: Escovilles-Sainte-Camille, Le Pré de la Planche, France (Joly, 1968); 42: Charmoy, Les Ormes, France (Bailloud, 1964); 43: Gron, Les Sablons, France (Müller, 1995); 44: Vinneuf, Port Renard, France (Carré, 1956, 1957); 45: Villeneuve-la-Guyard, Les Falaises de Prépouex, France (Prestreau, 1992); 46: Barbey, Le Chemin de Montereau, Le Buisson Rond, France (Renaud & Gouge, 1992); 47: Marolles-sur-Seine, Le Carrière, Le Chemin de Sens, France (Gouge, 1985; Séguyier, 1995); 48: Balloy, Les Réaudins, France (Mordant, 1997); 49: Pontpoint, Le Jonquière II, France (Alix, Arbogast, Pinard, & Prodöhl, 1997); 50: Bucy-le-Long, La Fosse, La Héronnière, La Fosse Tourne, France (Constantin, Farruggia, & Guichard, 1995; Hachem et al., 1998; Ilett, Constantin, Farruggia, & Bakels, 1995); 51: Missy-sur-Aisne, Le Culot, France (Farruggia & Constantin, 1984); 52: Pontavert, Le Port aux Marbres, France (Thevenet, 2010); 53: Berry-au-Bac, Le Chemin de la Pêcherie, Le Vieux Tordoix, La Croix Maigret, France (Allard et al., 1996, 1997; Demoule & Ilett, 1978; Ilett & Plateaux, 1995); 54: Cuiry-les-Chaudardes, Les Fontinettes, France (Ilett & Hachem, 2001; Soudsky et al., 1982); 55: Menneville, Derrière le Village, France (Coudart & Demoule, 1982; Farruggia, Guichard, & Hachem, 1996); 56: Chasseny, Le Grand Horle, France (Auxiette, Guichard, & Pommepuy, 1987); 57: Cys-la-Commune, Les Longues Raies, France (Boureux, 1965); and 58: Maizy, Les Grands Aisements, France (Le Bolloch, Dubouloz, & Plateaux, 1986).
have no ornaments but can sometimes contain everyday tools (flint flake, bone awl or needle, grinding tools). Most of the female burials have no grave goods.

When looking at the entire sample for Western Europe in this study, we can see that these various groups differ according to funerary treatments, food, and origin. Regarding burial mode, the Aiterhofen-Ödmühle cemetery presents a representative pattern (Figure 4, Nieszery, 1995), where individuals with numerous male objects are frequently buried in the centre of groups of tombs. For example, in group III, an adult, probably male, with more than five objects including three adzes, three arrowheads, and one Spondylus buckle, is buried in the densest part of the group. Other adults, with fewer grave goods including
only ornaments (female?) or adzes (males?), surround him. The same pattern is observed in the western part of group V. In groups I, II, and V, and to a lesser extent in group III, tombs with no specific funerary objects or no objects at all are found at a certain distance from the central group. Finally, individuals with only arrows never occupy the dense part of tombs but are located in the peripheral zone, as in group II. This pattern deserves to be confirmed with more precise spatial analysis including accurate chronological data from the cemetery. However, it has been noticed in other necropolises such as Ensisheim, Schwetzingen, Sondershausen, Kleinhadersdorf, and Vedrovice (Gerling, 2012; Jeunesse, 1997; Kahlke, 2004; Neugebauer-Maresch & Lenneis, 2015; Žvelebil & Pettitt, 2008; for further details such as maps with grave goods distribution, see also Augereau, 2021). At Ensisheim, a man with an adze, four arrows, and a deer antler is buried in the centre of the tombs. Around him, in a first circle, men equipped with adze and sometimes arrows, lighter, and ornaments, are found. Immatures are also nearby. Most of the women, whether adorned or not, occupy a second circle of graves. The most adorned woman is closest to the main concentration. Four more are found far on the northern periphery of the site. In this area, there are also men, women, and children with no characteristic funerary goods except for a man, to the north, who has a large bone tool. The Schwetzingen case is less clear due to the destruction of the central part of the site. However, it is possible to distinguish in the three groups of tombs, wealthy male burials with adzes, and in peripheral area graves with arrows but no adzes. At Sondershausen, two wealthy graves, one with adzes and the other with only ornaments, are located in the middle of the main cluster of tombs. At Kleinhadersdorf, two burials containing adzes, regular blades, deer antler, and bone tools were located in the centre of the two main groups of tombs. At Vedrovice, many clusters with a diffuse distribution of tombs contained one or two richer male burials with adzes and arrows.

Figure 4: Aiterhofen-Œdmühle (Germany). Map of the cemetery showing the distribution of the main grave goods (after Nieszery, 1995).
If the burial’s relative location in the cemetery is linked to the individual’s status in life, a complex social segmentation emerges with a few men at the top of the social scale who dominate a hierarchical society represented in the funerary record by individuals with adzes, then women, individuals with arrows (archers?), and those with no specific funerary objects. Data relating to geographic origin and diet reinforce this assertion. Indeed, in the sites analysed by Bickle and Whittle (2013), strontium analysis shows that 96% of individuals with adzes are of local origin, whereas the other groups have a greater proportion of non-locals: 18% amongst individuals bearing only ornaments, 29% of individuals with only arrowheads, and 15% of individuals with no specific grave goods (Table 1). Moreover, adults buried with polished adzes in certain sites (Vendenheim, Aiterhofen-Ödmühle, Vedrovice, and Nitra) have a higher protein intake of animal origin ($^{15}$N), while the other categories have a more varied diet with higher rates for vegetables, starchy food, and food sourced from woodland areas.

Table 1: LBK individuals’ characteristics according to sex, grave goods, and origin (strontium analysis, $^{87}$Sr/$^{86}$Sr, from Bickle & Whittle, 2013). Sites used for strontium analysis: see Figure 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Funerary goods</th>
<th>Sex (when reliable)</th>
<th>Part of the population (%)</th>
<th>Nbe analysed Ind.</th>
<th>Origin (strontium) (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adze (+antler, arrow, lighter)</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>Local origin = 96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrows only</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Non-local origin = 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ornament only</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>Non-local origin = 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ordinary tools</td>
<td>Female/male</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Non-local origin = 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No grave goods</td>
<td>Female/male</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>Non-local origin = 15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To sum up, the importance of a crosscutting study of grave goods, funerary locations, and stable isotopes analysis is that it distinguishes several different social categories among LBK people. Men with adzes seem to have certain privileges such as a richer nutrition and a stable residence; they have a central place in death, probably linked to a central role in life. They seem to constitute a dominant social group with a specific funerary kit containing adzes, deer antler, arrows, percussion set lighters, and regular blades, which do not exist in other groups, especially among women. Examining the meaning of the burial assemblages of these dominant men is relevant in addressing the mainstream ideology in the LBK society. However, this pattern does not characterise the whole LBK culture. Indeed, in the Paris and Carpathian basins, men with adze or arrows seem to be rare or absent at least in death. Thus, the ideology of these outlying areas of the LBK culture was probably different or expressed in a different way, not perceptible in the funerary data.

4 LBK Values from Moravia to the Rhine Valley

What does these funerary data tell us about LBK values? In particular, what is the significance of the presence of adzes, arrows, blades, deer antler objects, and set lighters in male burials?

4.1 Men Values: Courage, Strength, and Known-How

Considered as male objects, tools or weapons provide information about activities at least for part of the male population. In the reliable dataset, 35 male burials totalise 57 adzes, which would have been used for various activities. The study of preserved wood from the Eythra well (Germany, Saxe) brought to light tool
marks corresponding to adze blades (Tegel, Elbur, Hakelber, Stäuble, & Büntgen, 2012), and the use-wear analysis carried out on tools from the Vedrovice cemetery and others showed that the male polished tools were used in woodworking and possible butchering (Masclans, Bickle, & Hamon, 2020; Masclans, Bickle, Hamon, Jeunesse, & Bickle, 2021). The study of bone marks on male skeletons from Stuttgart–Mühlhausen cemetery showed that men suffered from tendonitis of the right elbow, which can arise from repeated throwing movements from the handling of the adze (Villotte & Knüsel, 2014). Moreover, adzes were probably used as weapons in situations of conflict as observed on the human skulls from the Talheim massacre that bear cutting marks probably made by adze (Wahl & König, 1987; Wahl & Strien, 2007).

Seventeen male burials of the reliable dataset contain 57 arrowheads, probably deposited in a quiver. Arrows were probably used not only for hunting but also in warfare. Although examples of arrowheads embedded in animal bone are not common, LBK bone assemblages consistently contain a significant proportion of wild fauna, representing 5–40% in data from early to final LBK settlements located within an area that covers Central Europe to the Paris basin (Arbogast, 2001; Bedault & Hachem, 2008; Hachem, 1999; Lüning, 2000; Tresset & Vigne, 2001). Large game such as wild boar, red deer, roe deer, and aurochs are the main species. The proportion of these animals varies throughout Western and Central Europe and according to LBK culture chronology. This said boar and red deer are the main species that were hunted during this period.

Arrows are also used in warfare and conflict. An example of an arrowhead found in a human body has been documented at a site in Mulhouse, where the death of a young man was probably due to a wound from an arrowhead that remained embedded between two ribs (Jeunesse, Barrand-Emam, Denaire, & Chenal, 2014). Indirect examples are also documented, such as bone callus resulting from injuries due to a throwing weapon (Jeunesse et al., 1993). More widely, Neolithic iconographies showing men with bows involved in hunting and warfare are well known in the Spanish Levant painting, South Italian caves, or certain Çatal Höyük buildings (Hodder, 2006; López-Montalvo, 2011; Mellaart, 1967; Whitehouse, 2001).

Another male skill is the knapping of blades made from rare or exotic raw materials (Carpathian obsidian, Szentgál radiolarite, and fine-grained exogenous flint). For example, at Schwetzingen (Germany), regular blades are documented in a small number of male burials, while irregular blades, ordinary flakes, or irregular tools are found in female burials. This seems to indicate that, during this period, regular blade knapping was a male activity, while the production of the less regular blades and tool flakes, often using local flint, was activities carried out by women and children (Augereau, 2019). It is noteworthy that arrowheads are produced from regular blades, and it would not be surprising that the production of arrowheads was a male activity.

As a preliminary conclusion, tools and weapons are strongly linked to the activities, behaviour, and values of certain men. Warfare, hunting, woodworking, and regular laminar knapping evidenced by arrows, adzes, and blades require courage, strength, and high known-how, which seem to be primary male values.

### 4.2 Male Power, Regeneration, and Virility?

Although rare (eight objects in only eight burials belonging to the reliable dataset and 21 more from the entire sample), the significance of red deer antler deposits in male burials is also worth exploring. While faunal studies testify red deer hunting, only antlers are found in male graves, and it is not possible to determine whether these objects come from hunted animals or were shed antlers. Their pointed ends are often bevelled and the thicker ends can be perforated (Figure 5), being generally found near the hip as they were probably suspended from a belt. Unlike adzes and arrows, red deer antlers are only found with adult men and never with children or women. However, red deer is not totally absent from female graves, as female burials with very elaborate dress include ornaments made from deer teeth, for instance
In the LBK of the Paris basin, red deer has a specific status according to Hachem (2018). At Cuiry-lès-Chaudardes, it is associated with the highest rates of cattle husbandry in the largest houses of the village. It appears to be an animal connected to breeding and domestication (Hachem, 2018). In contrast, wild boar is linked to the smaller houses characterised by a surplus of hunting; these houses could be those of newly settled groups drawing a large part of their subsistence from the wild (Hachem, 2011, 2018). Thus, the hunting focuses here on wild boar, while the larger houses with high animal husbandry are linked to red deer hunting. The red deer hunting could therefore be a privilege for the breeders of animal stock living in the large houses. In other LBK areas from Hungary to Alsace, big game and red deer are systematically present in faunal assemblages in small quantities (Jeunesse & Arbogast, 1997). According to archaeozoologists, low rates of this animal could indicate that it was not hunted just for food (Hachem, 2011, 2017; Jeunesse & Arbogast, 1997; Tresset, 1993; Vigne, 1993). Indeed, this animal probably played a social role, as it is the only species of large game that was not domesticated, whereas wild boar and aurochs were. There is no objective reason for this, all these animals being equally difficult to domesticate. Furthermore, in insular contexts, such as Sardinia or Cyprus, fallow deer and red deer were introduced during the Neolithic (seventh and fourth millennium) and were kept wild for – social or recreational? – hunting (Vigne, 1993). Compared with other wild animals, the status of red deer, in particular the male deer, was specific according to Vigne (1993); it is territorial, very imposing being twice as big as the female; it reigns over a herd from 20 to up to 50 does. The fact that the male deer can shed its antlers every year strikes the imagination. The red deer associated with men also played a role in the Neolithic art and thought; the mural

Figure 5: Deer antler from Schwetzingen, grave 56 (Germany, after Gerling, 2012).
painting in Çatal Höyük shows men hunting male deer (Hodder, 2006; Mellaart, 1967). Likewise, paintings depicting deer hunting in caves, such as Cova dels Cavalls in Spain or Porto Badisco cave in Italy, would have probably been of spiritual or social significance. They could celebrate the victory of men over the wild (Martínez Valle & Villaverde Bonilla, 2002) or demonstrate male supremacy over women and the younger members of society (Whitehouse, 2001; Figure 6).

According to Mykhailova (2015), the deer is the subject of an ancient cult practiced until the twentieth century. This cult was celebrated in rites of passage, including separation (death), transition, and new status such as revival (Mykhailova, 2006). During the Palaeolithic, the red deer is linked to a male figure. The “wizard” of the Trois Frères cave, which is undoubtedly a man wearing antlers, is an example (Ariège, Bégouén & Breuil, 1958; Mykhailova, 2015). During the Mesolithic, some men and women were buried with whole or fragmented deer antlers, as part of the burial architecture or support for the corpse (Téviec and Hoëdic, Vedbæk, Henriksholm-Bøgebakken, Albertsen & Petersen, 1976; Boulestin, 2016; Péquart & Péquart, 1934; Péquart, Péquart, Boulle, & Vallois, 1937).

Male red deers were also important during Protohistoric times. Among multiple examples, Cernunnos, the Celtic god of the regeneration represented by a male deer on the Gundestrup cauldron, is the most famous (Denmark, Olmsted, 1994). During medieval times, red deer played a psychopomp role, and kings and nobles were buried wrapped in deer hides (Moinot, 1987). In early Christendom, Jesus Christ was known as “the deer of the deer” and was symbolised by a male deer. Finally, the red deer is still considered a symbol of nobility and power. Among French hunters of the present day, who are 98% men (https://www.chasseurdefrance.com/), a small proportion belonging to the higher social classes organise the expensive hunting of red deer with hounds, thus performing and perpetuating the ancestral domination of the great bourgeoisie over the rural and popular classes (Fradkine, 2015; Pinçon-Charlot & Pinçon, 1993).

Therefore, the male red deer appears as a symbol of regeneration and power in many archaeological and historical contexts, and it is not surprising that LBK dominant men were associated with male deer through objects made from their antlers. It is likely that owning deer antlers was a symbol of power, which seems to be reserved to a small number of individuals. In the same way, female burials and infant burials do not contain deer antlers, and they are reserved for adult men, thus constituting a symbol of virility.
4.3 Male Light and Heat?

Several male burials (six individuals in the reliable dataset, both adults and young individuals) include percussion set lighters of ferrous nodules and flakes bearing traces of percussion. They are systematically associated with other male objects, such as adzes and arrows. Does this mean that male power is derived from the energy of heat and light? Answering this question is not easy. The ferrous nodules are poorly preserved, and many of them could have disappeared over time; the absence of lighter sets in other male burials and female and infant burials is therefore not a conclusive observation. Systematic research on flint flakes with percussion traces in tombs could provide some clues in this regard. Other techniques exist for producing fire such as the friction technique probably practiced by both LBK men and women. At present, interpreting lighters as being male attributes is probably premature, even if the fact remains that they are found only in male burials.

To sum up, the study of the grave goods of these dominant men underlines some of the ideological values at work during the LBK culture. Warfare, hunting, and crafting marked by tools and weapons such as adzes, arrows, or regular blades production highlight that courage, strength, skill, and dexterity were necessary, and these activities were greatly valued by the first farmers of Western Europe. Hunting and in particular the hunting of red deer appears to play a specific role. It is likely that this hunting had a social value and was perhaps only practiced by communities that already had a long tradition of animal husbandry. The correlation observed at Cuiry-lès-Chaudardes between the largest houses, intensive cattle rearing and the presence of red deer remains provides evidence for this hypothesis. Thus, the association between some men and red deer antlers cannot be random, even if the origin of deer antlers remains uncertain (from a hunted animal or shed antlers). Owning antlers from this emblematic animal, characterised by the annual regeneration of its antlers and numerous does, could be a symbol of virility and power.

However, most of the men have only adzes and only a small number are buried with more than one male attribute. These burials are generally found at central place in the cemetery. For example, at Schwetzingen, the central male burial no. 133 cumulates an adze, a deer antler, and 10 arrows; at Ensisheim, the male burial no. 19 has the same equipment; at Aiterhofen-Ödmühle, burial no. 153 contains an adze, four arrows, and a lighter set and burial no. 158 also has an adze, arrows, and an antler. As mentioned earlier, their special place in death could be correlated to specific social roles rooted to the place where they were born and died. However, the great majority of men of local origin have only adzes. This object could be a symbol of manhood and a marker of the territorial belonging.

4.4 What about Children, Women, and Men with No Adze?

As is the case with men, some children from 5 years of age are buried with an adze, showing that this attribute was provided early in life (Figure 7). In addition, some of them have, just like the adults, other objects belonging to the male equipment (excepting deer antler), such as a lighter set and arrows, and as for a small number of adults, some infants occupy a central place in death, such as in Aiterhofen-Ödmühle (Figure 4). These observations about children raise the question of the transmission and heredity of territorial values and those linked to the dominant male status. Unfortunately, the sex of children cannot be determined from skeletal evidence, and it is therefore impossible to state if these children are male and if they are the dominant male heirs, which would have been a significant contribution in defining the LBK social structure and the system of land inheritance.

Amongst the male burials without adze, a group with arrows emerges. These individuals occupy peripheral areas in cemeteries, around the groups of male burials with adzes (Figure 4). Some of these individuals are of exogenic origin (Table 1, Bickle & Whittle, 2013). Had they a specific role in the LBK way of life? Were they Mesolithic hunter-gatherers who made an important contribution to Neolithic society as seen by some authors (Gronenborn, 1997, 1999; Jeunesse, 1995, 1997, 2003; Lenneis, 2007, 2008; Price,
Finally, what about the women? Did female values and attributes exist? Female identity seems to be quite different from male identity in general and in particular from dominant men. Women do not have specific equipment, only ordinary tools. Their identity, when it can be defined, is characterised by jewellery and ornaments, which are sometimes worn in an elaborate way, as for example the female burials no. 70 from Berry-au-Bac or no. 14 from Mulhouse (Figure 8). Does this mean that women’s values were linked to their physical appearance and dress? At this stage, nothing else characterises women, and, unlike men, after comparing their grave goods, diet, and origin, no dominant women are visible. For example, the female with elaborate dress from Mulhouse burial 14 is of non-local origin. In Vedrovice, the diet of individuals buried with a *Spondylus* ornament, who are probably female, had a varied but vegetarian diet (Masclans et al., 2020). Generally, women regardless of their grave goods consumed less animal protein and more vegetables and starchy foods and were more mobile than men (Bickle & Whittle, 2013). Regarding female mobility, many authors support the idea of the LBK marriage system with a patrilocal structure (Bentley et al., 2002; Bickle & Whittle, 2013; Hedges et al., 2013). In summary, these results indicate that differences and inequalities relating to technique, diet and origin characterise LBK women. Can we assume that they were subordinate to men? This assumption should be kept in mind and explored further but, like men, the female population encompassed many different statuses.

5 Conclusion: An Ideology for What?

From Moravia to the Rhine valley, LBK death, and probably life, seemed to be organised around dominant men with adzes that perpetuated specific ideological values. Amongst the male burials, several groups emerge depending on their position in the cemetery and the quality and quantity of male-gendered objects they own; but all are buried with at least one adze and, when the isotopic analysis is available, a large majority of these individuals are of local origin. Adzes are tools for woodworking (Eythra well, use-wear

---

**Figure 7:** Distribution and association of ornaments and male equipment among the burials of children in the reliable dataset. Three individuals have both male equipment and ornaments (two with a necklace and one with isolated beads); they are counted as burials with male equipment.
and weapons (Talheim and Asparn and der Zaya massacres), but they also seem to symbolise manhood, territorial belonging, and status. Other objects found in a minority of adze owner burials suggest other ideological values, such as ability and courage in warfare and hunting with the presence of arrows, and perhaps virility, power, and regeneration through the red deer antlers. Indeed, we cannot consider deer antler as a “neutral” attribute as this imposing and territorial animal, with annual antler growth and a large “harem” of does holds an important place in the Neolithic wild bestiary. Furthermore, red deer hunting seems to be an important activity of Neolithic social life, in particular in the LBK culture where accomplished cattle breeders (faunal assemblages from Cuiry-les-Chaudardes) would have practiced it.

LBK dominant ideology revolves around hunting and the exploits of warfare, manhood, and virility, in short situations that could have involved violence. Why did LBK society develop these specific values? Territorial access and protection were probably central issues for these agricultural communities. The strong link to agricultural lands appears through various data. For example, the Vaihingen settlement study shows a straight correlation between pottery styles that characterise specific areas of the village and the nature and frequency of weed macrorests in the pits along the houses, indicating various distances from arable fields. These data suggest that the clans identified themselves by their pottery would have had more or less close access to agricultural lands (Bogaard, 2011; Bogaard, Krause, & Strien, 2011). The values conveyed by male behaviour would have been used for the control of the portion of agricultural land farmed by a group (family, clan, or kinship group?) led by one of these dominant men. This ideology takes its real meaning when remembering that LBK farmers were migrant people, arriving in a new place and establishing a direct link to a new territory, already occupied by local groups of hunters-gatherers. It remains to be understood why the ideology of violence, witnessed in particular by the Talheim and Asparn massacres, seems absent in the Paris and Carpathian basins.
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